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This �903 post card from Germany to Waltham, Mass. could 
not be delivered. First, the addressee was not at 62 Ash Street. 
�83 Ash Street was then tried (‘Try �83’). Presumably a directory 
search followed (‘Name not in Directory.’). Then a carrier unsuc-
cessfully tried to reach out to other carriers (‘Called off and not 

claimed.’). At this point I presume no further attempt was reason-
able, and the card was sent to foreign section of the Dead Letter 
Office (policy at the time), whence it was returned to Germany.

‘Called off and not claimed.’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz
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President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

Our �0th anniversary annual meeting was held at the St. 
Louis Stamp Expo, March 22-24, 20�3. At the board meeting 
on Friday, future annual meeting venues (for 20�7 and beyond) 
were discussed, with COLOPEX and the Plymouth Show as 
possibilities. For 20�4, 20�5, and 20�6, meetings will be held 
at the March Party, ROPEX, and SE Stamp Expo., respectively. 
More new exhibits are needed for our shows. As of January, our 
treasury balance is about $5,000, with �20 paid members and 28 
unpaid. The latter will be sent reminders. Two chapters in the 
catalog are nearly ready for publication. Gary Hendren arranged 
for a dinner Friday evening at Erio’s. Excellent Italian food was 
consumed there.

The general membership meeting and “show and tell” was 
held on Saturday. Joe Crosby, Gary Hendren, John Hotchner, Rod 
Juell, and Ralph Nafziger showed a variety of markings, including 
‘firm holdout,’ ‘called out,’ ‘returned for carrier endorsement,’ and 
‘water damaged—storm encountered at sea.’

Twenty-six frames featuring auxiliary markings were exhibited 
at the show. Gary Hendren won a silver and the AAPE Creativity 
Award for “Twisted Caps—Twisted Mail,” Matt Liebson won a 
silver and the President’s Award for “Buy a Liberty Bond!,” Regis 
Hoffman won a vermeil and the Ephemera Society of America 
Award for “Letters to the Stars,” and Ralph Nafziger won a gold 
and the Graham Award for “Auxiliary Markings on U.S. First Day 
Covers.” John Hotchner showed his “20th Century U.S. Auxiliary 
Markings Documenting Delay of, Or Inability To Deliver, The 
Mail” in the non-competitive Court of Honor. A non-competitive 
single-frame exhibit “What are Auxiliary Markings?,” designed to 
introduced markings to the general public, was shown by Ralph 
Nafziger.

Two seminars were given, “Auxiliary Markings on First Day 
Covers” by Ralph Nafziger and “Cataloging Auxiliary Markings”, 

by Nancy Clark (given by Ralph Nafziger). Lively discussions 
ensued during the seminars. Thanks to Gary Hendren and David 
Eeles for helping out at our club table at the show.

Another “show and tell” session was held at PIPEX in Portland, 
OR on May 26, 2013. A hand-drawn pointing finger, ‘unlawful 
printing on wrapper—I.R.D.,’ ‘sealed against inspectors,’ a good 
Samaritan label, a money letter, ‘ID recorded,’ ‘specify German 
Democratic Republic or Federal Republic of Germany,’ ‘product 
no longer available,’ ‘X-rayed,’ and ‘mail delayed due to loose dog 
in the neighborhood’ were among the auxiliary markings shown 
by Jerry Johnson and Ralph Nafziger.

The nominating committee (Tim Bartshe, Nancy Clark, Joe 
Crosby) currently is seeking candidates for the club’s Board of 
Directors. If you wish to nominate someone, the deadline for sub-
mission is August �, with a petition signed by 5 active members. 
If you wish to volunteer for a position, please contact any member 
of the nominating committee. Election ballots will be included in 
the October newsletter.

Another “show and tell” session is scheduled for the APS 
StampShow in Milwaukee, WI. As of this writing, the exact time 
and place has not been announced. I hope to see many of you 
there.

Congratulations to the following auxiliary markings exhibi-
tors: Louis Fiset “Censored, Rerouted, Suspended, Resumed U.S. 
International Mail,” Gold, WESTPEX, Auxiliary Markings Club 
Award; Regis Hoffman “Letters to the Stars,” Vermeil, Plym-
outh Show; Tony Wawrukiewicz, “The Return to Writer/Sender 
Process in the U.S. Domestic Mails,” Vermeil, Philadelphia 
National Stamp Expo., Auxiliary Markings Club Award; Tony 
Wawrukiewicz “U.S. International Mail Franked with Defini-
tive Non-denominated Letter Stamps “A” to “G”—�978-�995,” 
Silver ROPEX.

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Unfortunately, our membership list is a work in progress. That 
is, it is possible that it was not correct when the April newsletter 
went out to members. In that case there may be members who 
had renewed, but I didn’t know this and did not send the April 
newsletter to them. This could also have occurred with the January 

newsletter. Therefore, if you receive this (July 20�3) Auxiliary 
Markings but have not received the January and April issues, 
please let me know at tonywaw@spiritone.com, and I will mail 
them to you.
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A Remarkable Explanation of an Item’s Return
by Robert Thompson

This presorted first-class mailing has a remarkable story to tell. 
From the handstamp shown below (not actual size) it appears as if 
the advertisement was eventually returned to the sender only after 
a criminal investigation by the U.S, Army Criminal Investigation 
Division. Presumably, the criminal activity included some clerk 

somehow withholding a quantity of mail (including this unim-
portant presorted first-class item). I say this because it’s difficult 
to imagine such a big deal being made about mishandling only 
presorted first-class mail.
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Insufficiently Paid Mail - Received Without Postage Rule
by Roland Austin

Letters mailed without payment should have been designated 
as ‘HELD FOR POSTAGE’ and a postage due notice sent.  How-
ever, if a letter inadvertently reached its destination without any 
payment, DOUBLE the rate was due.  I have been searching for 
auxiliary markings demonstrating this rule, but have managed to 
find only two.

My first example found nine years ago is shown in Figure 1.  
It is a sealed Christmas card (return address on reverse) mailed 
Dec. �3, �957, which reached Oklahoma City without any post-
age, rated as 3¢ per oz. first-class letter, thus, marked ‘Received 
unpaid / Postage due_ _ _6 _ _ _cents.’  This marking explains 
postage was due because it was unpaid, but does not fully explain 
the rule as does my latest find in Figure 2.

Figure 2 is a gem I recently acquired. Mailed May 3, �950 
from Jefferson, Georgia to Atlanta without any postage during the 
3¢ per oz. first-class letter rate period, it received an extraordi-
nary auxiliary marking which fully explains the rule, ‘Received 
without postage, / Double rated at Atlanta, Ga.’ and ‘Postage due 
6 cents.’

             

Has anybody seen similar markings demonstrating this rule? 
(Editor’s note: This type of use was first announced with an act 
of 1872. It continued in effect well into the middle of the 20th 
century. Neither I or Len Piszkiewicz has even seen such a use. 
Len has no examples in his book Chicago Postal Markings and 
Postal History) 

Auxiliary Markings References in Other Journals
by Ralph H. Nafziger

From time to time, articles on auxiliary markings appear in 
journals other than our newsletter. I have felt that these articles 
should be collected in a repository for future reference. In re-
sponse to my request, several members have agreed to review the 
philatelic literature and report such articles to me. Alan Warren 
suggested that these be listed periodically in the newsletter. Tony 
and I agreed that this should be implemented. If any member 
sees relevant articles in the literature that you read, please call 
my attention to it. I need a copy (either hard or electronic) of the 
article. I will act as the clearinghouse for such articles. Here is 
the first list.

DeKornfeld, George, “When the Post Office Gives Their 
Customers the Pointing Finger,” U.S. Stamp News, Vol. �9, No.4, 
April, 20�3, pp. 22-23. Shows different uses of the return to 
sender/writer pointing finger markings.

Hotchner, John M., “Complex Messages on Mailed Envelopes 
Explain Postal Delays,” Linns, May 27, 20�3, p. 6. Discusses 
detailed markings that explain reasons for delays in the mail.

Milgram, James W., “Advertised Postmarks on U.S. Stampless 
Covers,” Postal History Journal, No. �5�, Feb., 20�2, pp. 2-�6. 
Discusses the advertising in newspapers of undeliverable mail and 

the resulting auxiliary markings from �794 to �855.
Milgram, James W., “Earliest U.S. Advertised Covers,” Postal 

History Journal, No. �52, June, 20�2, pp. 2-6. A continuation of 
the above reference.

Milgram, James W., “Undeliverable Mail: Advertised Post-
marks on U.S. Covers �890-�93�,” Postal History Journal, No. 
�53, Oct., 20�2, pp. 2�-35. Advertised markings for a later time 
period are discussed and illustrated.

Pollock, Kenneth M., “Cover-up was Concocted for Delayed 
Byrd Mail,” Linns, April �5,  2002, p. 28. Tells the story of mail 
delayed in Antarctica during the �934 Byrd Expedition. This article 
is the source for the article on page �� in this newsletter.

Youngblood, Wayne L., “Significance of Private Auxiliary 
Markings is Often Overlooked,” American Philatelist, Vol. �27, 
No. 6, June, 20�3, pp. 530-534. Non-postal auxiliary markings 
are explained and examples given.

Thanks go to Doug Quine and Alan Warren for providing 
copies of some of the above references. (Editor’s note: For those 
who don’t remember the content of the early newsletters, this type 
of reference information was a major part of  Auxiliary Markings  
until the 8th issue in October 2005)
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A Train Wreck Ambulance Cover
by Joann Lenz

An ambulance cover is a penalty cover of some type that is 
used to return an item to a sender or an addressee. Examples of 
ambulance penalty covers that have the contents are rarely seen as 
they are uncommon in any form. One example of such a penalty 

cover is one that is used to return an item from the Dead Letter 
Office. Another type of penalty cover with contents is shown here 
(reduced in size).  It sends an item damaged in a mail car fire to 
its addressee. Such examples are highly prized.
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Mail to Puerto Rico That Was ‘Missent’ 
by Byron Mitchell

It is probably no surprise to our membership that letters have 
been missent domestically and internationally since mail was first 
transmitted. For instance the �794 edition of the United States 
Postal Laws and Regulations indicated how such mail was to 
be handled. In this article I present a series of covers that were 
addressed to Puerto Rico and missent elsewhere, two perhaps un-
derstandably from foreign countries but the remainder surprisingly 
originating from U.S. addresses. That is, mail to Puerto Rico from 
the U.S. is domestic mail, but it is interesting how postal workers 
in the U.S. are so ignorant of Puerto Rico that they commonly 
missend mail to international addresses rather than to us here.

Shown first are two example of missent international mail. The 
�979 item in Figure � originated in the Union of South Africa, 
and was missent to Costa Rica (‘MAL ENCAMINADA / MISSENT 
COSTA RICA’), then correctly forwarded to its correct Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico address.

   
               Figure �     

       
An �987 similarly missent item in Figure 2 originated in Italy, 

then was missent to Guatemala (‘MAL ENCAMINADA A GUATE-
MALA’), then correctly forwarded on to to its correct Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico address. All handstamps are smaller than true size.

  
    Figure 2

We now consider a series of items missent from the continental 
U.S. to Puerto Rico.

The first item, in Figure 3, is a domestic U.S. post card mailed 
at the 9¢ surface rate of Dec. 3�, �975 to May 28, �978 that was 
‘MISSENT TO MANILA’ before it was correctly forwarded to 
Puerto Rico.

 

    Figure 3

Next, in Figure 4, is a domestic Mar. �6, �979 Melbourne, FL 
airmail letter to Puerto Rico with the letter first ‘MISSENT TO THE 
BAHAMAS’ then on to Puerto Rico. Amazingly, it was paid at 
the international 31¢ per 1/2 ounce rate for an up to one ounce 
letter! Even the sender didn’t know what he was doing!

     
   Figure 4

This domestic second-class wrapper (in Figure 5) traveled 
all the way to Japan ‘Missent to Japan,’ before making it back to 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

    
   Figure 5
 
Honduras was the stopover point for this 1986 first-class letter 

in Figure 6 from Texas to Puerto Rico (‘EXRAVIADO A HONDU-
RAS’ - Missent to Honduras).
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   Figure 6

An 1987 first-class letter (Figure 7) mailed from New York 
City to Puerto Rico was only ‘Missent’ in Puerto Rico (at Arroyo, 
Puerto Rico) before being correctly forwarded to Arecibo.

      Figure 7

The Nov. 6, �99� item in Figure 8 is a bulk mail third-class 
item that was mysteriously missent to an Army Post Office (APO 
AE 096�3) address before being correctly forwarded to its real 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico address. The correcting handstamp shown 
after the card, like all the handstamps in this article, is smaller 
than the actual handstamp.

  
      Figure 8 

The final example of a 2012 item missent within Puerto Rico is 
no less remarkable. How could an item sent from Arecibo, Puerto 
Rico via the San Juan, Puerto Rico post office be missent to Taipei? 
Also notice the Taipei incomprehensible ‘Insufficient Address’ 
handstamp. Thus ends this remarkable trip through the wierd and 
wonderful world of missent mail that ends up in Puerto Rico.

            
   Figure 9

‘Fee Not Claimed’
by Terrence Hines

The illustrated cover is fairly straight-forward. Mailed from 
Croydon, Indiana January 3, �962, the 67 cents postage includes 
7 cents for airmail, 20 cents for certified mail, 10 cents for the 
return receipt and 30 cents special delivery. The reverse shows a 
special delivery receipt postmark from El Paso dated January 4. 
The headquarters of Fort Bliss are in El Paso. 

In place of the usual auxiliary marking ‘Fee claimed by of-
fice of first address’ this cover bears a marking reading ‘Fee not 
claimed.’ Previous articles concerning special delivery mail have 
shown only one example of this marking, including one example 
on a cover. After discussion with Ken Lawrence, I now know 
what this marking indicates. Because the letter was going to be 
sent out for regular delivery immediately, special delivery would 
not have speeded up delivery, and the special delivery fee was 
thus not claimed.

Neither the cover nor the marking are shown full-sized.
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Mail Returned to Sender Because Service was Suspemded
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Mail returned to sender because service was suspended is not 
that uncommon, but the examples shown in this article tend to be 
unusual for one reason or another. The handstamps or labels shown 
are illustrated actual size while the covers are reduced in size.

The service suspended handstamp on the cover in Figure � is 
a very common one used throughout WWII. What makes the use 
atypical is that the cover was mailed on Nov. 2�, �94�, before the 
U.S. entered the war with Japan. 

The handstamp on the cover in Figure �

       
   Figure �

The censored cover in Figure 2 was mailed from San Francisco 
at the 30¢/�/2ounce trans-atlantic airmail rate on April �7, �942. 
It was returned because of suspended service by the New York 
City machine cancel on April 26, �942.

    Figure 2

The Oct. 23, �975 26¢/�/2ounce rate airmail letter for an up to 
�/2 ounce letter in Figure 3 was mailed to Cambodia and returned 
because service was suspended. The typed label used  to indicate 
this return was much more typically used to forward mail than 
for other messages such as this one. 

    Figure 3

This Oct. 6, �978 airmail letter in Figure 4 was returned to 
the sender because service to Israel was temporarily suspended. 
I cannot find an announcement in the Postal Bulletins that an-
nounced this embargo.

       Figure 4

This Oct. 1978 first-class letter to Canada in Figure 5 is typical 
of many  from �975 until the present in that it was returned because 
of an embargo of mail to Canada because of a mail strike there. 
What makes it unusual is the typed label used to return the letter 
and more importantly the fact that the message was crossed out, 
and the letter remailed to Canada on Oct. 30 because apparently 
the strike had ended.
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        Figure 5

The Jul. 6, 1981 first-class letter to Canada in Figure 6 is an-
other example of a letter returned because of a strike-induced mail 
embargo. The typed label used to return the letter is a late use, and 
the letter is interesting because the Postal Bulletin announcement 
of the embargo came 9 days after this letter was mailed (PB 21307 
(7/�6/8�)) so the embargo existed before the announcement.

        Figure 6

        Figure 7

Onr next letter in Figure 7 is another cover returned becasue 
of the same Canadian mail worker strike, but returned on the 
�7th, one day after the Postal Bulletin announcement that was 
just mentioned.

The next cover, in Figure 8, sent to Iraq on Sept. 6, �990, was 
returned as the service to that country was suspended as the Gulf 
War began on Aug. 2, �990.

        Figure 8

The final example of a cover returned because mail service 
was suspended, illustrated in Figure 9, represents yet another 
return because of a Canadian mail strike, but I cannot find any 
announcement of this interruption in the Postal Bulletins. How-
ever, the handstamp on this cover makes it clear that such an 
interruption did indeed occur. This group of returns because of 
interrupted service shows a wide range of types of such suspen-
sions of mail delivery.

       Figure 9
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‘Returned at Sender’s Request’
by Merle C. Farrington

Over the years our newsletter has presented two other hand-
stamps (hs) that indicated that the sender of a letter requested that 
it be returned to him. The two prior hs referred to an item being 
withdrawn, but this hs (shown actual size) has a somewhat differ-
ent message (‘Returned at Sender’s Request’). (Editor’s note - As 
I have been preparing to make the Postal Laws and Regulations 
available as fully searchable documents, I have noticed that from 
the beginning (1794) such documents invariably discussed the 
ability to withdraw an item once it was mailed. Yet, examples of 
such a request are rarely seen.)

A Remarkable ‘RETURN TO WRITER’ Handstamp/Obliterator
by Merle C. Farrington

This return to writer handstamp, shown actual size is a far 
from typical example of the marking. Not only is it a large and 
complex one, it also serves to obliterate the address on the letter 
at the same time it gives the typical return message.

An Unusual Service Interrupted Marking 
by Dennis Ladd

This printed matter item was return from Jordan because 
a conflict was taking place that did not allow its delivery. The 
handstamp indicating the reason for the return is a quite unusual 
one shown full-size to the right.
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The Cover-up Concocted for Delayed Byrd Mail
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

After seeing the article in the last newsletter about the one 
year delay in the return of the Byrd mail, I was made aware of a 
Linn’s article that explained that the delay was actually due to a 
mistake on the part of Byrd’s crew where they had forgotten to load 
the cancelled mail onto their ship that was departing from Little 
America before the previous winter’s freeze (The Kenneth M. 
Pollock Linn’s article is referenced on page 4 in this newsletter).

Byrd was concerned that he would be perceived as inept or 
as a crook by thousands of collectors while Farley, who was sup-
porting Byrd, did not want to embarrass President Roosevelt who 
was a supporter of the whole Byrd enterprise.

So a false explanation was concocted. A 
newspaper report of April 22, �934 said: “A batch 
of 56,000 letters sent to Little America by stamp 
collectors almost cost the lives of several men and 
the loss of a ship, it was revealed today in des-
patches from Captain R. A. J. English, commander 
of the Bear of Oakland, supply ship of the Byrd 
Antarctica Expedition. The letters had been sent 
from all parts of the world by stamp enthusiasts 
who wanted them cancelled at Little America, the 
world’s most distant post office. Grave difficulties 
were encountered after the mail and equipment had 
been unloaded on the edge of the ice in the Bay 
of Whales which threatened the safely of the men, 
the equipment and the sacks of mail. After the mail 
had been carried to the U.S. post offices at Little 
America by dog sled and canceled, it was returned to the Bay 
of Whales where steps were taken to store it aboard the Bear of 

Oakland.  About one-third of the mail had been stored aboard the 
ship when word was flashed that with the increasing cold the ice 
fields were solidly reforming and the Bear of Oakland must leave 
at once or risk sinking by encounters with icebergs. The balance 
of the mail was carefully stored away in Little America. It will be 
brought north when the expedition returns in �935 together with 
with letters bearing the second cancellation date which are now 
pouring into Washington from all parts of the world.”

The falsely retained (really accidently detained) covers were 
returned to collectors in the summer of �935 - with the misleading 
handstamp shown.

Italian Prisoner of War Mail
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Over 50,000 Italian POWs were incarcerated in the U.S. dur-
ing WWII. After Nov. 8, �943, as Mussolini was deposed, Italy 
declared war on Germany, and many of the Italian POWs actually 
worked to support the U.S. war effort, although some remained as 
regular POWs. The POW mail illustrated was addressed to such a 
POW who remained a regular POW and eventually was ‘REPATRI-

ATED’ back to Italy. As he was repatriated, the letter was returned 
to the writer (actual-size handstamp and reduced letter).
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 Recently I have begun developing a return-to-writer exhibit 
for first-class domestic U.S. mail, and I am finding that there are 
many aspects of this story that are not well understood.

For example, as I have researched how first-class domestic 
postal cards were returned when they were undeliverable, I have 
found that the rules for these returns vary considerably over time 
and are often not followed by postal workers. In this first article 
about their return, I look at postal cards returned from �886 to 
�907. In my experience of collecting this material for over 20 
years, uses such as those shown are not common.

The first mention of how domestic postal cards were to be re-
turned is found in the �887 Postal Laws and Regulations (PL&R), 
Sec. 595 which states: “When the message upon an unclaimed 
postal card is wholly or partly written, and the name and address 
of the writer is disclosed, the same shall be returned to writer 
after 30 days from date of its receipt, with the words ‘RETURNED 
TO WRITER’ stamped thereon, and his name and address written 
underneath across the face of the card.”

I have one �¢ postal card (UX8) with a handwritten message 
that was returned to writer in �886, before this �887 publication 
and its stated rule (Figure �). This local card mailed within Lyons, 
N.Y. adheres to the �887 rule except that the sender’s name and 
address are not written on the card’s face. 

      Figure �

The next two cards (�¢ UX9) were returned after �887 and 
before �893 (when the next rule concerning postal cards was 
announced). The first example, in Figure 2 was a non-local card 
from Bloomfield, Iowa to Memphis, Missouri that was returned to 
writer (pointing hand) and the sender’s name and address written 
on the card face, but not underneath as per the �887 PL&R.

     Figure 2

Early Returns of Undeliverable Domestic First-Class Postal Cards
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 39                    July 2013

The other �887-�893 UX9 postal card (in Figure 3) was an-
other non-local card mailed from Flemington to Camden, New 
Jersey with the correct RTW pointing finger, but the word ‘over’ 
replaced putting the sender’s information on the card face.

      Figure 3

The rules for returning undeliverable postal cards changed  
with the �893, and �902 PL&Rs, both which said essentially this: 
“Single unclaimed postal cards, wholly or partly in writing, will 
be sent to the Dead Letter Office (DLO) with the regular returns 
of unclaimed matter.” 

I own four postal cards used from �893 to �903, all mailed 
locally and all returned in spite of this stated rule.

Figure 4 shows one example of these on yet another UX9 postal 
card that was mailed locally in Tacoma, Wash. on April 2�, �893 
and was returned months later on Sept. 2! The partly handwritten 
message on the reverse was an attempt to collect a $42 bill. This 
card and all the other four cards I have from this period should not 
have been returned (should have been sent to the DLO).

     Figure 4

This article has discussed the rules that governed the return of 
undeliverable first-class domestic postal cards for only the short 
period from �880 to �907. Yet within this short period note how 
frequently (even commonly) these rules were not followed.

What is even more amazing is that these rules continued to 
change frequently (for instance in �907, �924, �954, �970 and 
later, and these new rules were also frequently not followed. I will 
demonstrate this fact in future newsletters.


